
 

Jbcc Minor Works Contract Download ((EXCLUSIVE))

note: currently, for all projects that have a re-certification section, this section is a box that you check when you perform the project that is to be re-certified.
this was in place prior to the reinstatement of the minor works agreement. jbcc's work must be carried out by the subcontractor in accordance with the jbcc
building code. the jbcc minor works agreement details what jbcc's work must be performed, and the standards and conditions that will be used as a guide.

where the general contractor chooses not to hire a jbcc approved subcontractor, the general contractor must either provide all of the services themselves (in
which case their payment for the work will be in accordance with their usual practices for that work) or they must pay the applicable jbcc surcharge for a jbcc

approved subcontractor. the owner will be responsible for payment of any applicable surcharge. mileage, fuel, and other costs of operations are calculated
and marked on the same lines as the rates. if the subcontractor is taking a percentage of the contractors profits, the % figure is calculated. note that the top
line for the insurance coverage is full general liability (i.e. all liability for the subcontractor himself). if there is a deductible amount, it must be supplied. (30)
general liability insurance coverage. if the subcontractor is required to provide at least $ (minimum coverage required) of general liability insurance to insure
himself/herself and/or his/her employees against the costs of bodily injury and damage to (job site) property, then select the checkbox. when the checkbox is

selected, fill in statement (a) by entering the amount the subcontractor must obtain in minimum coverage to insure against the costs of bodily injury and
damage to (job site) property. note that the top line of insurance coverage is full general liability (i.e. all liability for the subcontractor himself). if there is a

deductible amount, then it must be provided.
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